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A POWERFUL, WEARABLE 
SUBWOOFER AT AN AFFORDABLE PRICE
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Introduction

Congratulations on your purchase of a new BASSpak! 

With your new system, you have everything you need to wow your friends, 
family, and customers with a unique tactile listening experience.

Included in your BASSpak Pak-age: 
• BASSpak
• 3.5 mm Audio Cable
• BASSpak Charging Cable
• BASSpak Power Adapter
• BASSpak Guide

Features: 
• Adjustable Straps for Comfortable Fit
• Built-in rechargeable Lithium-Polymer battery (500mAh) with 

12-hour life
• Simple Plug & Play setup
• Professional sound quality (No Latency)
• Adjustable Vibration Intensity:

Low: 20dBm
High: 30dbm

• Audio Device Pocket
• Additional Storage Pockets 
• 3.5 mm Audio Cable
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Getting Started

Please read and follow these instructions
before using your BASSpak. 

To use BASSpak put both arms through the straps of 
the bag. You will notice there are two sets of straps 
going horizontally, one around chest area and a 
second one closer to your mid section. Adjust straps 
accordingly for comfort. Please note that while you can 
wear your BASSpak over a variety of clothing thicker 
articles of clothing may reduce impact of intensity from 
the BASSpak thus hindering the dynamics. Make sure 
you are comfortable with your strap settings before 
proceding to use product as to not cut off circulation or 
reduce the effectiness of the product.

If you are using your BASSpak with a personal device 
( Mobile device, Computer, etc ) then you will need 
to use the Y cable which should have came with your 
product. Plug in the BASSpak cable into one of the 

split connectors on the Y cable and with your headphone of choice being plugged 
into the other available connector and then plug Y cable into the device you have 
chosen for music selection. Volume will be controled via the device playing the 
music, so wether it be a phone, computer, mp3 or anything else simply go to volume 
controls on that device to adjust accordingly. The intensity knob on the left strap 
of the BASSpak with allow you to both turn on the product as well as adjust the 
intensity of bass desired.
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Control Module
Begin by turning the control module level knob 
on the control box of your BASSpak counter 
clockwise (set to the minus sign on the left side of 
the control module knob).

Set the headphone level from your listening 
device/output source so that you can hear the 
music above a normal conversational volume, 
the music should sound full and detailed in your 
headphones. 

SLOWLY turn up the BASSpak intensity level (clockwise) and stop when what you 
hear with your ears via headphones (or monitors) matches in intensity with what you 
are feeling through your BASSpak and feels/sounds balanced. 

Once you have discovered this optimal level, leave the control module set where it 
is and listen to a few tracks from different genres and artists to allow your brain and 
body to adjust to the feeling of tactile sound. 

The intensity curve of the BASSpak is linear in response from 0 - 70% for maximum 
accuracy when listening, writing and mixing, making the BASSpak an extremely 
accurate and effective tool for creating and mixing music to a professional level. 

From 70% to 100% we have applied a logarithmic curve which rapidly increases 
intensity, allowing for an enhanced bass response for those looking for a more bass-
heavy listening experience. The 0-70% range and the 70%-100% ranges are useful 
for both professional use and casual music listening as they provide two different 
ways of feeling the music you love. Treat them as different modes of appreciating 
your audio, but also as an A/B tool to reference material you know well.
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Chraging Your BASSpak
 

When the green lines present on the intensity knob go out it is then time to charge 
the BASSpak’s battery. If bass is failling to emit from the BASSpak then that will 

also be an indication that the battery must be charged. Simply pull the battery 
pack from the lower most pocket located in the front of your BASSpak & connect 

it to the BASSpak approved charged to ensure a prolonged shelf life. 
( DO NOT USE PRODUCT WHILE CHARGING )  

 
When battery has completed its charge cycle you can then proceed to plug it back 

into your BASSpak. Switch it on and enjoy use. 

The higher the Intensity is raised the faster the battery will be drained of power 
during use. We recommend keeping the intensity set about mid way for the most 

effective use..’
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Using For Daily Activities
 

 Your BASSpak could be utilized for a number of activities. You can couple 
your BASSpak to enhance your gaming experience at home as well as your VR 
experience. Simply connect all corresponding wires & enjoy a more immersive 
audio setup. BASSpak is PLUG & PLAY so setting connecting to a video game 

console or any other entertainment device should be hassle free.

 You can also choose to use your BASSpak for a number of physical activities 
ranging from hiking, yoga, jogging, dancing, skate boarding, select excerise 

routines and even non impact sports as well. Be careful as to not cause massive 
impact to the BASSpak as to not damage its components and refrain from allow-
ing them from getting wet by all means. Please do not use product during impact 
sports as intense impact with device during activity could cause components to 

become damaged. 

Non-physical activities are another route for enjoying your BASSpak. Painting, 
music production, meditation, cleaning and more. The possibilities are only 

limited by the imagination. 
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1. Make sure each transmitter is set on a different channel (1, 2, 3).

2. Plug cables into transmitter and into your audio source.

3. Plug the power supply into the transmitter.

4. Turn on headphones and select channel.

5.  RF (low) and UHF (high) transmission (see “Setting Up” page)

Frequently Asked Questions

Can I connect to my mp3 player/smartphone/laptop?
 
Of course! Our systems are plug and play. Simply use the provided 3.5 inch 
audio cable to connect anything from a smartphone to a P.A. System.  

How long does a charge last?
 
A fully charged BASSpak can last for 10-12 hours of play.

How quickly does it take for the BASSpak battery to fully charge?
 
Our headphones take 2-3 hours to reach their full charge. 

What are the main uses for BASSpak?

Gaming, hiking, festivals, art installations, sound healing, and more!

So, this is mostly for parties and gaming?

A BASSpak can make a difference in many ways. Guided meditation, music 
production, DJing or working with those who have hearing impairments can 
all be greatly aided by the use of the haptic feedback in BASSpak. It can be as 
versatile as you are!
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Pairing with
Silent Sound System�

Your Noise Ordinance Solution
Your new Silent Sound System� can ward off even the fussiest of neighbors! There 
will be no more unnecessary visits from the police, so you can keep the party going 
all night long!  
 
It’s time to party without a curfew!

Sensory Friendly and Inclusive!
Individuals with autism, PTSD,  hearing impairments, 
etc. can control the settings of their headsets to meet 
various needs. 

Stop Screaming Over The Music
Catch up with old friends, flirt to your heart’s desire, 
or just take a break. With Silent Sound System� it’s as 
easy as taking off your headphones.

Let Your Worlds Collide!
With our three channel transmitters, listeners have the 

power of choice. Rap, country, and electronic music can all live in harmony.
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Accessories
Silent Sound System

• Up to 3 channels of audio w/ LED lights (Blue, 
Red, Green)

• Professional sound quality (Less than 1% 
distortion)

• 1 transmitter that can be placed anywhere
• Easy “Plug and Play” setup!

 
 
 
Mobile Listening

• Silent Disco Headphones (12-hour battery life)
• Headphone charger (charges up to 16 

headphones)
• 1 battery-powered transmitter with microphone 

(10-hour battery life)
• Locking storage tote (for orders of 30 

headphones and above)

 
 
 
Giant Inflatable Headphones

• Perfect for music events
• Easy to inflate
• Durable
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BASSpak
(570) 332-5639

P.O. Box 382 | Wilkes-Barre, PA 18703
BASSpak.com


